Effect of corruption on firm level innovation: Evidence from Pakistan
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Abstract
Corruption is a widespread phenomenon in majority of the developing countries. However, literature evidenced both positive and negative impact of corruption in economies at macro level. At the micro level the studies rarely exist explaining this phenomenon. This paper empirically investigates the micro level impact of corruption on firms’ innovation. Corruption at the firm level is measured by the “percent of firms expected to give gifts to public officials (to get things done)” as a proxy for corruption, and innovation is measured by “firms that introduce new or significantly improved products or services over the last three years”. The results explain that corruption augments firms’ innovation, that is, “grease the wheels” exists in the case of Pakistan.
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1. Introduction
It is well acknowledged that innovation is key driving force of economic development (Kogan et al., 2017). The process of innovation represents the dynamic and systematic advancement of products, processes and organizational work methods. It is the process of change or the transformation of knowledge, ideas, and inventions into commercially viable goods, services or processes. Overall, innovation is a driver of firm performance and economic growth. Firms engage in innovation in order to increase their productivity, competitiveness, and market share which ultimately increases their profits (Love and Roper, 2015). Though much effort has been devoted to exploring factors determining innovation, but the impact of corruption is rarely studied. In particular, corruption has been shown to significantly affect economic growth, but relatively less is known about how it affects a firm’s innovation. Given the prevalence of corruption and the importance of innovation in a firm’s long-term growth, this paper, examines the impact of corruption on a firm’s innovation. Pakistan is one of the developing countries
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where corruption is comparatively more prevalent. According to the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) report by the Transparency International, Pakistan ranked at 117 with a score of 33 in 2018, while Pakistan is the 4th most corrupt country in SAARC nations. Researchers and policymakers are much concerned to investigate the effects of corruption on the economy. Hence, what are the consequences of corruption at the firm level is primarily an empirical question.

Macroeconomic studies provide aggregate measures which cannot disclose within-country variation in corruption and innovation (Fisman and Svensson, 2007). The firm-level studies regarding the impact of corruption on innovation are comparatively rare. It may be due to non-availability of the firm-level data. A major breakthrough in the literature has been taken place when the World Bank started providing firm-level data in enterprise surveys. Cross-country evidences exist showing that corruption impedes innovation and entrepreneurship in emerging countries (Paunov, 2016). Similarly, progressively degenerate nations will in general have weak organizations that are probably going to deteriorate firms’ innovation (Hirshleifer et al. 2013; Jain, 2001). However, there is large heterogeneity in the nature of institutions in the nations. So, we focus on a single country to identify the real effect of corruption on innovation. However, regardless of enormous firm-level studies on this aspect, to the best of our knowledge, none of the studies has investigated this issue for Pakistan. So, the attempt to empirically test the hypothesis that corruption “grease the wheel” or “sand the wheel” using World Enterprise database will add to literature.

Earlier studies have identified several determinants of corporate innovation productivity, such as credit market requirements (Acharya et al., 2013; Benfratello et al., 2008), financial constraint (Brown et al., 2013) and institutional investors (Aghion et al., 2013). However, only a few studies explored the effects of institutional features on firm innovation, such as bankruptcy and labor laws (Acharya et al., 2013) financial development (Ayyagari et al., 2014) and political uncertainty (Bhattacharya et al., 2017; Cumming et al., 2016). Only few studies have analyzed the effect of corruption on business policies and outcomes. For example, Beck et al. (2005) and Fisman and Svensson (2007) discovered that corruption constrains company growth. We add to this literature by considering another institutional feature, that is, corruption, as an important factor in the innovation-generating process. Secondly, the paper contributes to this body of literature about the impact of corruption at the firm level. Since innovation is essential to economic development, our research sheds more light onto the way corruption affects economic development.

2. Review of literature

The empirical research on corruption provides heterogeneous evidence at national and firm-level tracks. Researchers at one strand support the hypothesis of “sand the wheels” while, other strand support "grease the wheels" hypothesis.

One strand argued that corruption is negatively linked with economic growth (Aidt, 2009; Méon and Sekkat, 2005; Ugur and Dasgupta, 2011; Zelekha and Sharabi, 2012). Firm-level studies concluded that corruption reduces innovation (Shleifer and Vishny, 1993). Anokhin and Schulze (2009) found that corrupt firms are less likely to innovate. Using cross-section data of 2000 Indian firms de Waldemar (2012) found an inverse relationship between bribe payment and product innovation, providing evidence for a sanding hypothesis. Farooq et al. (2013) examined that how corruption affects economic growth in Pakistan by augmenting trade openness and financial development. The structural break cointegration results indicated that corruption is detrimental to economic growth. Athanasouli and Goujard (2015) concluded that probability of corruption is greater for firms which are more contract dependent, having lower management practices and productivity.
At the other strand, Méon and Weill (2010) examining the interaction between governance, corruption, and aggregate efficiency and using a panel dataset of 69 developed and developing countries found that countries with extremely ineffective institutions provide support for greasing hypothesis. Dreher and Gassebner (2013) found positive relationship between corruption and the number of new entrepreneurs. Goedhuys et al. (2016) using the dataset of World Bank Enterprise Survey of 3489 firms in Egypt and Tunisia analyzed the direct and indirect effect of corruption on innovation and firm growth. They used four types of innovation measures (product, process, organizational, and marketing) but mainly focused on product innovation. The results revealed that the severity of bureaucratic and institutional obstacles increase the likelihood to innovate. Nguyen et al. (2016) used a Logit model on SMEs data of 2500 Vietnam firms to investigate the impact of petty corruption on innovation and concluded that corruption is good for innovation. Huang (2016) investigated the impact of corruption on growth for a panel of Asia Pacific countries using bootstrap panel Granger causality approach. The study concluded that corruption is not bad for growth in Asia-Pacific region. Imran et al. (2019) analyzed the impact of corruption on firm performance in disaggregated and aggregated data set of 147 economies. They concluded that corruption augments firm performance in lower income nation and reduces firm performance in middle and upper income economies. The current study departs from the previous literature in the way that, it is focusing on Pakistan economy by using World Bank Enterprise Survey.

3. Methodology

To test the impact of corruption on firms’ innovation we consider core and control variables to construct a framework. The core variable includes corruption, while control variables mainly cover firm-specific characteristics. Therefore, the probability of firm innovation in logit specification is shown as follows:

\[
L_i = Ln \left( \frac{P_i}{1 - P_i} \right) = \Omega_0 + \Omega_1 COR_i + \Omega_2 X_i + u_i
\]

where, \( P_i = 1 \) is probability of innovation and \( P_i = 0 \) is that of no innovation. COR is a variable of interest and \( X_i \) is the vector of control variables that includes exports, external audit, skilled workers, manager experience and firm-specific characteristics such as registration and ownership of firm, firm age, and size. We write the above model as:

\[
Pr(INNOVATION_i = 1) = \Omega_0 + \Omega_1 COR_i + \Omega_2 DOMFIR_i + \Omega_3 REGFIR_i + \Omega_4 FAGE_i + \Omega_5 FSIZE_i + \Omega_6 MANEXP_i + \Omega_7 EXAUDIT_i + \Omega_8 SWOR_i + \Omega_9 EXP_i + \epsilon_i
\]

where \( INNOVATION_i \) is dummy variable, measured by “firms that introduce new or significantly improved products or services over the last three years”. Literature regarding the impact of corruption on firm performance provide heterogeneous evidence. Corruption work as “grease the wheel” (Jiang and Nie, 2014; Mendoza et al., 2015; Sequeira and Djankov, 2014; Veracierto, 2008; Vial and Hanoteau, 2010) as well as “sand the wheel” (Anokhin and Schulze, 2009; Asiedu and Freeman, 2009; Fisman and Svensson, 2007). For Pakistan, it is speculated that corruption has negative impact on innovation. COR is corruption measured by “percent of firms expected to give gifts to public officials (to get things done)”. Diaby and Sylwester (2014) consider this measure as a proxy for petty corruption\(^1\). We use a more inclusive approach to quantify the relationship between corruption and innovation because introducing new products are associated with greater bribe payments to public officials (Ayyagari et al., 2010). DOMFIR is the ownership of the firm measured by “percentage of firms that have at least 10% owned by domestic individuals, companies, or organizations”. REGFIR is firm registration measured by

\(^1\) Transparency International (2017) classified corruption into three groups as i.) petty, ii.) grand, iii.) political.
“was this establishment formally registered when it began operations”. FAGE is firm age measured by “in what year did this establishment begin operations”. It is speculated that age of the firm increases the likelihood of firm innovation (Čábelková and Hanousek, 2004; Kuncoro, 2004). FSIZE is the firm size measured by "the number of permanent workers" (small= worker > 5 and < 20; medium= worker > 20 and < 99; large= worker >100). We have combined the medium and small firms to make it binary for utilizing dummy variables. The small firms are assumed as 0, otherwise 1. Same type of transformation was adopted by Lee and Oh (2010). MANEXP is manager experience in years. It is speculated that experience of manager improves firm’s innovation (Collins et al., 2009). EXAUDIT is external audit measured by “percentage of firms with their annual financial statement reviewed by an external auditor” (Safavian et al., 2001). It is speculated that external audit increase likelihood of innovation. SWOR is skilled workers measured by “proportion of skilled workers out of all production workers”. EXP is export measured by “proportion of total sales that are exported directly”. It is speculated that exports of the firm increase likelihood of firm innovation.

4. Data contribution

This paper utilized enterprise survey data of 1247 Pakistani firms taken from World Bank (2013). There were a number of missing values like 447 for corruption, 36 for domestic firms, 79 for registered firms, 120 for firm age, 462 for firm size, 70 for manager experience, 116 for external audit, 206 for skilled workers, and 99 for exports. Finally, we regress the model with 659 observation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Impact of corruption on firm Innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DV: Innovation</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>1.14852*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Firms</td>
<td>0.01181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered Firms</td>
<td>1.94163*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Age</td>
<td>0.02857*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Size</td>
<td>-0.30825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager Experience</td>
<td>0.98054*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Audit</td>
<td>0.00579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Workers</td>
<td>1.14233*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>0.01378*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-3.42706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observation 659
Pseudo R-squared 0.0762
Wald chi square 60.17
Prob 0.000

Note. * denotes significant at 5%. standard errors are robust.

5. Results

Our results show that corruption and innovation are positively and significantly associated. Therefore, we find evidence of “grease the wheels”. Pakistan is a highly corrupt nation and firms take advantage of this poor institutional quality by giving bribes to a public official to speed up lengthy procedures. Our results are in line with the findings of Krammer (2013) and Méon and Weill (2010) for transition economies and developed and developing nations respectively. The justification for positive relationship is that firm consider corruption as a second-best solution to innovate and in the short run, it acts as transaction cost which increases the certainty in decision making. The results show that registered firms are more likely to innovate. Older firms have greater probability for innovation. They have experience which
increase the likelihood of innovation (Čábelková and Hanousek, 2004; Kuncoro, 2004). The effect of manager experience on innovation is positive which indicate that higher the manager experience greater the innovation of the firm. The result of skilled worker shows positive and significant association with innovation. The skilled workers are highly educated, formally trained and more equipped with human capital, so they attempt to increase firm profitability through innovation. The effect of exports on innovation shows positive association which indicate that export-oriented firms are more likely to innovate.

6. Conclusion

This paper empirically tests the hypothesis that whether corruption works as “grease the wheels” or “sand the wheels” for firm innovation. The results of the Logit model show that corruption increase the likelihood of innovation in Pakistan. Therefore, the evidence supports the “grease the wheels” hypothesis in the case of Pakistan. The benefits that firms obtained (with regard to customs, taxes, licenses, regulation, and services) through paying bribes to public official are either temporary and increase firm innovation only in the short run. Therefore, we do not encourage corrupt practices but given the weak institutional structure of the economy, we suggest that policymakers should take these firms’ advantages into account while fighting corruption. The government should take measures to reduce procedural hurdles in getting new licenses and permits and reward those firm who are honest and resist corrupt practices. In this regard the demand side and supply side measures should be taken. Firms’ willingness to pay bribes to a public official to get things done is due to the result of only supply-side anti-corruption policies. Demand side anti-corruption measures should be taken as per law to reduce firm willingness to offer bribes. The individual, communities, and the government, all should play their role to reduce corruption. As the result indicates that registered firms are more innovative. So, government should simplify the registration procedure. Government should also spend more on education sector to increase the training and skill of the workers. As export-oriented firms are more innovative, government should also formulate policies for export promotion of the firms.
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